
Be more
understanding,
our mental

health matters.

Listen to us!

When someone dies it
would help me if you

meet with me and offer
support, let me know

where I can go and who
I can talk to if I need to.

If I am sad, let me stay
out of class for a bit,
don’t send me back
to lesson when I am

not ready.

There isn’t a time scale
on grief. Just because it
happened years ago

doesn’t mean it isn’t still
affecting me now.

Time out passes help
because sometimes
we can be triggered
easily and need to
take some time
to breathe.

Knowing that there is a
specific teacher who I
can go to for support
would really help.

Please don’t say you
will do something
to support me and

then not do
anything.

Ask me what I need
and what helps.

Our time out cards are not
an excuse to skip a lesson,
they are really needed as

things can get really
overwhelming and

unbearable.

I need a safe space to
go to make sure I can
get through the day

with everything that’s in
my head.

We need help with bullying
because things already feel
really bad, when people are
being horrible about my
Mum or Dad it makes

everything worse, then I
don’t feel safe in school.

I need to know if
bereavement, death,
dying, grief is going
to be mentioned in

lessons and I need to
be given a choice
about whether to

take part.

I’d always rather you
said something than

nothing, silence makes
me feel ignored.

The worst thing is when
no-one mentions that
this terrible thing has

happened and you have to
be in school thinking

about it.

We asked children and young people in the Wakefield District how schools can
best support them through bereavement and loss, here's what they said:

BESTSCHOOLS
CAN

HOW SUPPORT
US!
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